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  Memo No. Ch- 42 /SE/Comml./ 371/05. 
  Dated:   16/12/05. 
   
 
Subject”- Release of power connection to the tubewells through 

individual/dedicated T/F. 
 

As per provisions contained in HERC Regulation No. 
HERC/12/2005 dated 26.07.2005 on “Duty of Licensee to supply on request” 
electric connections are to be released within the stipulated period. 
 

Complying with the above provisions and also as per the practice in 
vogue in the Power Utilities of the adjoining states, to have better voltage 
regulation and minimum interruption in the power supply, it has been decided 
that all the power connections of tubewells whose applications are received on or 
after 1.1.2006 shall be released as HT connections only having a 
dedicated/individual T/F of capacity 6.3/10/16/25/63KVA depending upon the 
load applied by the tubewell applicants as under:- 
 

i. Individual/dedicated T/F shall be provided right at the tubewell bore of the 
consumer on nearly and 11KV line will be extended upto that point so as 
to ensure proper voltage regulation. 

 
ii. The meter will be provided on each T/F of the consumer and the 

connection shall be provided from meter to the motor of the consumer so 
as to eliminate the unauthorized use/theft of electricity by the individuals 
and hooking of the LT lines etc.  The three phase meter on 15 BHP & 
above connections will be provided having MDI facility to avoid 
unauthorized E.O.L. by the AP consumers. 

 
iii. The capacity of T/F will commensurate with the capacity/BHP of motor so 

as to avoid extra load on the T/F, as the dwelling units have been set up 
by the individual farmers at their tubewells and domestic supply is being 
used through tubewell connection at a very subsidized rates causing 
financial loss to the Nigam. 

 
iv. Releasing of tubewell connection on LT lines are henceforth dispensed 

with. 
 

v. Henceforth there will be only one category i.e. HT. Connections with 
individual/dedicated T/F.  The categories already classified such as cable 
connection, single pole connections, etc. will also cease to exist with effect 
from 1.1.2006. 

 
vi. Priority of one sinigle connection ofor Gouoshalas, Gram Panchayats, 

religious place and under D-92/2001 for Defence Perpsonals, 
Handicapped persons, SC/ST will continue should be released on HT by 
providing dedicated/individual transformer of required capacity and by 
complying with the provisions of D-80/2001. 

 
vii. If any applicant pertaining to the period prior to 1.1.06 whose application is 

pending on LT, intends to come forth with, to hace individual.dedicated 



T/Fs on HT the same shall also be allowed and  difference of charges as 
per under S.C. No. D-80/2001, will also be recovered. 

 
viii. CE/MM will procure the sufficient quantity of Distribution Transformers of 

appropriate rating as under and make available in the departmental store 
immediately after observing usual formalities and taking requirement from 
the field offices. 

 
 
Sr.No. Capacity of T/F 
1 6.3KVA 
2 10KVA 
3 16KVA 
4 25KVA 
5 63KVA 
 
 
  All relevant existing instructions stands amended to the above 
extent. 
 
 The above instructions may be brought too the knowledge of all 
concerned for careful and meticulous compliance.  Wide publicity shall also be 
given by the field officers to make aware the farmers, with the revised policy. 
 
 

 
  

      -sd-   
      SE/Commercial, 
     for GM/Comml, DHBVN Hisar. 

 

 


